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  THE DECOMPOSITION OF METHANE ON THE SURFACE 

              OF PLATINUM. (I~ 

                       By MASAO KUBOFAWA. 

    The decomFosition of methane in [he presence of various kinds of catalysts 

has been the subject of many studies, which have been limited mostly to the 

discussion of equilibrium or the comparison of the catalytic activities, and very 
little has been touched on the kinetics of the reaction:' 

    In the present investigation the author intends to elucidate the kinetics of 

the reaction on the activated surface of platinum. 

                         Experimental. 
    Materials. 

    MMhane was generated by pouring hot water to aluminium carbidest. Impurities such as 
hydrogen, ethylene, acetylene, carbon dioxide, ammonia, hydrogen sulphide, and others, 
which might ix present were removed by the procedure due to 12, Schenck~t (t) Acety-
lene was absorhed by ammoniacal ntprous cloride; the solution ryas freshly prepared before 
use. (z) Ammonia mtd water were absorbed by pure concenrated sulphuric acid. (3) 
Hydrogen was removed by passing it through a pipe filled with copper oxide grains healed 
to Zoo°-z3o°C. (4) Carbon dioxide was absorbed by a sodium hydroxide solution. (5) 
Oxygen was absorbed by an alkali solutioo of pyrogalfol. (6) Acetylene which might be 

produced when methane was passed over heated copper oxide was absxbed by a cuprous 
chloride solution. (y) The gas ryas completely dried with concentmted sulphuric acid and 

phosphorus pentoxide. 
    It has been mentioned that the sample purified by this procedure is very pure, and 

this was confimted by the results of combasdon, which showed the purity of more than qq.q%. 
    The electrolytic oxygen and hydrogen used were dried with concentrated sulphuric acid 

and phosphorus psntoxide after passing over heated asbestos. The platinum wire used as 
catalyst was pure commercial platinum. 

    Analysis of the Reaction Products. 

    In the case of homogeneous thermal decomposition of methane, free radicals have been 

     ~' This paper is lbe revised translation of the same nrticle in Fri. Phpr. Cbam. fnfnn, 6, 81-tog 
      (1932). 8, 19-31 (193M1)• 

     i) As rn the studies made before tg3o, see G. Eg1oR, R. E. Schaad and C. D. ].owry, J. Pkpr. 
        C/uut, 34, ibi] (1930). Those made since 1g3o will be mentioned later. 

     2) At. l:ubokawn, Reu. P/pv. CAan. fn1wn, @,81 (r931). 
     3) R. Sphcnck, Z, anorg, Chtnr.r_149, [45 (1927)
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detected and hydrocarbons other than methane have been found in the prodactstt. The pro-

duction of these substances when platinum is used as cttalyst has been also reported°t. In the 

following experiment various conditions under whichthis formation took place were studied. 

    11lethane was led to the heated platinum through a capillary, and in order to remove all 

the intermediate products oat of the system, without decomposing them as much as posible, 

a mercury diffusion pump and an automatic T'opler pumps were used. The capillary used 

to regulate the flow of methane was of such dimensions as to make the pressure in the system 

o.t-o.z mm. The products which were assumed to consist of CH„ H„ C,Hd and C.EI, 

were collected in a g:u burette, and analyser) by the following procedure, (r) C.H, was 

absorbed with bromine water. (z) H._ was removed by mixing with excessive oxygen, and 

the mixture slowly passed through a tube containing Pd black heated to 8o°C. (3) C.I-IR 

and CH, were completely homed. The ratio of these hvo was determined by the amount of 

CO. formed which was absorbed in a KOH solution. Water formed was condensed with 

solid COe, The analytical results were accurate within O.z%. 

    The composition of dte reaction products was considerably varial by the treatments of 

the wire. When oxidations and reductions were repeated, that is the activity was increased, it 

was found .from the anlysis that the products consisted mainly of carbon and hydrogen. With 

the wire poisoned by a run the percentages of CeH, and C,H, were increased. The compari-

son hehveen the resuhs obtained at tzoo°C. is asfollows: 

    (i) By activated wire (amount analyzed, t,q6 c.c.) 
            CH,: Gg.t%, C. H,: o.o%, C,Hs: o.y%, IL,: 3o.z%. 

    (ii) By poisoned wire (amount analyzed, 3.qt c.c) 
           CH,: 77.5%. C.H,: aq%, C.Ha: aA%, II,: t6q%. 

    The latter (ii) is the composition of the gas collected, passing methaoe for g bouts aRer 

one hour con with activated wire (i). 

    The wire used in the following experiments was activated by repeated oxidations and 

reductions, and thus methane mold be considered to have decomposed chiefly into hydrogen 

and carbon. 

   Experimental Method and Apparattis. 

    The experiments were carried out in the temperature range Irom qoo°-t3oo°C., using 

a platinum wire and heating it electrically. The pressure of methane was t-zo mm. Hg 

The reaction, CHa~CtzEle, proceeds to the right with increasing temperatnie aril CH, 
t decreaus to 0.8% a[ the equilibrium pressure of one atomsphere at noo°C? As. the_percen-

tage of CEI, decreases more at lower pressures, the reaction may be regarded as proceeding 

     q) F.O. Rite and Dt. U. Dooly, f. Am. C/uer. Sod, 56, x747 (t934): L. 5. Kassel, iGid., 54, 3949 
      (xg3z); 57, 833 (r935); IL H. Starch, iGrd., 54, 4188 (tg3a). 

     5) L. Belchetz, Trnur. Fnrerd. Su., 38, x7° (r934); L. Belchetz and E. li. Rideal, f. An+, Chenr. 
      Soa, 57, rt48 (1935)• 

     6) E. R. 1Vheaver and \f. Shcphard, J. Anr. C/em. Sar. 50, r8zg (rgz8). 

     7) R. G Canteto, ~/. Pbyr, Cbenr,. 30, t6gt. (rgz6).
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only in one direct~ton in the present experiments. The reaction velocity u~as measured 
terms of pressure changes. The pressure hecame twice as much as that. of the initial nt 

end of the reaction, and so it was clear that the sorption d( hydrogen or the effects of 

vapour of grease was negligible. ('Table z, Expt. 30)
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ect~ton in the pres•:nt experiments. The reaction velocity was measured in 
 changes. The pressure became twice as much as that. of the initial nt the 

on, and so it was clear that the sorption d( hydrogen or the efiecls of the 

avas negligible. ('Table z, Expt. 30) 

                        The main part of the apparatus used is 
        -.DIHu•i.m pump 

s':ovvn in Fig. r. The reaction vess^I avas of 

        -.?tan°meter about zoo c.c. capacity. The pressure changes 
                      were read by means of a capillary manometer 

                      containing pure sulphuric acid obtained from 

                      Merck. Comparing it with a py rex spdng mano-

                        meter, it avas found that there was no effect of 
             A the vapour of the mrnometer ]iyuid ; the sensitivity 

                    being more than t/go mm. 

              v Platinum wire, F, was og mm. in diameter, 
                  R zo-7o cm. long. A relatively thick and long wire 

F P as this avas used in .order to enlarge the reacting 

                      surface and lessen the loss due to repeated uses. 

                    \V is a,glass aveight. 

w ~bl~ld~hl For the.. measurement of the tempemmre an                nov 
                      optical micro-pyrometer made by Siemens avhich 

 1•.g. r. 
was calibmted with a standard lamp was used. 

at when the wire was bent and hung at regular intervals and set in the center 

bout qoy of the length. of the wire (except at ltte junctions) was at the same 

in to degrees. 

mture of the platinum avire avas deceased by the formation of hydrogen in 

u[ the temperature of the avirewas maintained wnstant during the expedmem 

e main resistance (R) of go ohm so that the voltmeter reading might coincide 

ammeter (A), inserting a variable resistance (P) of topoo ohm in sedes with 

V) to reduce the readingei "I'he relation- behveen the resistance of P and 

in the wire u•as calibrated beforehand. In tbis avay, the regulation of the 

simplified. 

      Catalytic Activity of Platinum Wire. 

in the Activity by Successive Ekperiments. 

platinum wire is exceedingly inactive; but repeated oxidations and 
ke it so active, causing the reaction to proceed at a measurable 

n activated wire loses greater part of its activity by repeated uses. 

 the successive experiments carried out at t2oo°C. are given in 

Sehwpb w I;, Sc6midt~ Z, ph~•rik, Chem. (BJ~ 3, 340 ([gzg}

3 (1937)
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7. (Methane wa§ made to react for 

                      Table 

          llecreasein the Activit}' b}'

THE SURFACE OF PLATINU:II. (c) 

thirty minutes each' time.) 

I. 

Successive lsperiment5.

Expt. 1\n. Initial
meth. ~n

pressure of
e in em.

Fin al pressnre
an.

in
decamp.

3• 6z }.3a rS:S

z 3.fia 3.9z 3.g

3 6g 3 $5 4.3

4 .3•67 3 7$ 3~n

5 367 3.77 z.7

6 6g 3 77 z.z

7 3• 7a 3.79 z.4

18°

     It should be noted that the decrease in the activity is great at first. As to 

 the cause of this phenomenon, the change of the surface structure and the 

 poisoning by the irreversible adsorption of the reactimt products may both be 
 tal.en into consideration. That the catalyst never ]ores its activity though heated 

 for many hours in vacuum indicates that the surface structure sloes not change 

 during the reaction, then the above result sl(otvs that the deactivation. of the wire 

 is caused by the poisoning effect of the reaction products. 
     No. 7 in Table [ is the resi;lt oblaincd after one hour of high evacuation at 

  tzo~°C. after reaction (6). It is seen that the activity is scarcely recovered. 7t 
 seems obvious, therefore, that the permanent poisoning is due not to hydrogen 

  but to carbon. 

     Recovery of Activity by fteating in Oxygen. 

     Heating in oxygen enables [he poisoned wire to recover its activity. In this 

 treatment the surface structure changes; but sintering and evaporation'" should 

 reach equilibria alter a certain time at a certain temperature, and. then a certain 

 structure should appear. Thus the following experiments were carried out to see 
 how much time is required for heating in O~ to obtain a constant activity at 

  [?oo°C. DIethane at an initial. pressure of t,3 cm. was made to react for thirty 
 minutes at the same temperature. And the pressure of o:cygen in which The wife 

 was treated beforehand was tocm.; the wire being heated for ten minutes iti 

 vacuum before each experiment with methane. The results obtaind are given in 
 Fig. z. 

     Tite results indicate that the activity can be recovered repeatedly; and only 

      91 The oxygen ti~ealmeut c.uses this tihn of platinum oxide on the walh of the -reacliou vessel, 
          Be(. re the reaction; it x~as remm~ed from the n'alls.
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L J. Collier, T. 11; Ila*risou and R'. G. q. 'Paylor, T+anr. Fa+ad. Sq:., 30, 581 
\t. $empe] u, P. ROcktasehel, Z. mgro. Cheur., 17, 3zz (tgoq).

(1934)•
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The experiments were carried out in the region of negligible changes of electric 

resistance in the tvire'st. 

                Measurement of the Reaction Velocity. 

    All the measurements were made under the same conditions of the wire. 
The carbon adhering on the wire was removed by heating in oxygen. Walls 

were cleaned mechanically, and hydrogen was admitted under the pressure of I 
cm.; and the tivire teas heated for five minutes at tzoo°C. It was considered 

that by this treatment the wire adsorbed a certain quantity of hydrogen. 
    After methane was introduced, the wire was heated. It took about five 

seconds to reach a constant temperature, which was taken as t=o. The pressure 

pot at t=o is difficult to determine by extrapolation. if p° denotes the initial 

pressure at room temperatures, p' the pressure during heating, p at room tem-

peratures a([er shutting off the current, we have, according to Boyle's law, 

          po =po 

This relation makes possible the pressure reading without cooling the wirest 

    It is necessary for this method that the mean temperature of the reaction 

vessel is unchanged during the reaction. In the present pressure range, the 

change could be assumed to be so small as to be negligible from the following 

facts. (t) The extrapolated initial pressure always coincided with the calculated 
one, (z) The result of the analysis of the reaction velocity which was observed 

by the pressure reading at room temperatures after intermittent heating was the-
same as that observed during heating. (See Table ¢.) 

    Let the pressure at any time be pt, x the number of carhon atoms forttted 

by the reaction is represented then, 

Accordingly, the number of hydrogen molecules is zx. If a represents the 

number of methane molecules before the reactiot (a=const. po ), the velocity 
constant of the monomolecular reaction. is expressed as follows ; 

             km= ~ In a 1 ht pD 
                 t a-x t zpo -p' ' 

which will be rewritten in common logari4hm as k,et, then 

     [z) The change of the resistance at room temperatures was within o:g°~,. if R° is assumed [o be 
        the resistance ht room temperatures in Ia=R°(t+o.oozgl), the change will 6e equivalent to the 

        decrease of 8°C. at [zoo°C.

3 (1937)
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Reactions at 1200°C. 

The results. obtained at Izoo°L. aze given in Tables z, 3, and ¢; the 

and d~ in the cables will 6c explained later. Figs. 3 and 4 show 

between x and t, and Pigs. 5 and. 6 the relation bettiveen k„' and 

                           Table. z. 

                        Expc. 30. (lzao°C). ~Virc t. 

                          fs=x,ozmm. r~=ngrmm.

meaning 

the rela-
x~l.

k
(n=t.z;)

o.oz7
o.ozl
O.OZ6
o.oz4
0,025
o.oz3
o.ozz
0.022
o.oz3
o.oz3
o.oz3
o.oz3
o.oz3
o.oz3
o.ozb
o.oz6
ooz8
o.oz8
o.oz6
o.oz5
o.ozz
a.oz3

menn o.ozg5

0.~40
o.og5
o.o6a
0.057
0.047
0.042
0.035
o.o3t
0 030
o.ozq
0 oz8
ooz7
o.oz6
o.oz6
0 oz6
o.oz7
oozl
o.oz8
o.oz8
o.oz6
o.ox5
o.ozs
o.oz6

r~1

o.54ao
0.3050
o.I675
o• t 449
o.loS6
0.08;0
0.0600
0.0¢75
o.ogao
0.0350
o.oz8o
0.0234
o.ozoz
o.otlq
o.01 Go
o,o [ qb
0.0133
o.olz;
OAI13
ooog8
0.0085
o.ao77
0.0070

k,(

o.zog8
o.l z3z
o.oloo
0.062I
0.0480
0,0385
0.02g4
o.oz43
o.o2t5
o.o~g5
o.ol lz
0.0154
o.o[gt
0.0[3$
ootzg
o.otz6
o.m z5
o.ots5
O.Ot21
o.on[
o.oto5
omg3
oooyz

x (mm.)

0•54
o.q t
0.67
o3z
o.y6
0.83
O.qO
0•95
LOO
Lo5
LIa
1.17
Lu
Lz5
Lz8
1.3I
I•33
!•35
t.36
[•37
L38
L3S
t•39

fQmm.J

I•95
z.oz
z,o8
z,I3
z.I7
2.a4
2.2I
z.36
z.qt
zq6
2.53
2.55
z.bz
z.66
z.6q
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z•74
z.76
z~77
z.78
z7q
~79
z.8o
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i ~.og o.3a o.zoA 0.300 0.077
z ~.i6 0.37 a.~36~ o.i85 oAfi~ 0.03;

3 ~.v od2 aaog8 o.[qa 0.060 0.036
5 ~.a7 od9 ao9 ix oogfi o.a5z 0.035
7 ~•3~ 0.52 0.0666 0.074 0.047 o.o;q

m ~35' o.5fi o.o53u 0.0;6 0.041 0.03~
s5 ~•a~ o.6x 0.0445 ooq~ ooga o.o3x
zo ~•45 o.fi6 a.o3gz 0.033 0.039 0.033
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       Table 4-"~ 

        f°=i.asmm.

R'ire 2.

Vol. %1

 (min:) fi (mm.) .r (mm.) ke,r ~fe l~
k 

(u= Lts)

r.64 o3g o.i6z3 o.3go 0.097 o.o~g

3 ~•74 o,¢g O.o]ZO o.i63 o.04¢ o.oao

5 ~.R~ o.SG o.oSiG o.nz 0.037 o.oz ~

7 i.R7 o.Gz o.ogz5 o.oSg ~ 0.034 o.on
is ~~93 o.GR o.o34i o.oGR o.o;o I o.osi
~5 z.oa 0•75 o.oz65 0.050 o.oz6 ~, o.ozo
zo z.o5 o;Ra o.ozxa o.a4o u.ozq o.otg
z5 z.ia o.RS o.o~9R 0.034 o.oz3 oo~y

30 z.~5 o.ga o.o~Rq o.o;_~ o.oz3 o:oz~

oozo~

    As seen from the tables, k,,,' is not constant but decreases as the reaction 

proceeds. This differs from. the results on the oxide catalyst made by Sclnvab and 
Pietsch"'. The re]ation heriveeit k,„' and x/t is always linear (Figs. 5 and 6). 

}3e(ore the kinetics of this is discussed, the results obtained under various con-

ditions will be mentioned below. 
    By the Poisoned Wire. 1n all the experiments mentioned above the wire 

    I3) This experiment was carried out by a method of iotermillent heating. The shove mentioned 
       method of calculating the initial pressure j~ is not applicable if the mean temperature of the 

        reacting system varies with. pressure. changes. As another method of measuring, the change of 
        pressure f at room temperatures was read every time zo minutes after shutting off the current 

       in this case. 
    tq) They have Gmad that the reaU ion is of the first order nn the surface of platinum caatttl u•i[h 

       Ca0 and BaP'_{to: t); G. \l. (ichwaL tt. E. ]'ie[sch, 7.. p.5rsik..Chem., 121, tag (tgz6); Z. 
       Efektrnrlem„ 32, qp (tgz6).
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was heated preliminarily in oxygen and then io hydrogen ; carbon which might 

have adhered in the preceding experiment- was removed. If this treatment ivas 

incompletely clone or not at all, the reaction velocity became very small. One 

of the results obtained in the presence of a small quantity of adsorbed carbon 

is given in Table 5. 
                             Table 5. 

                               Exp1. qz. (izoo°C.} {Vire r. 

                               Fo°~.7gmm. /°~=z.Somm.

f (mina f/(mm.) s Qnm.) .~ s~f k
(n-1.10

1 =•8a o.3q 0.0633 o.3g6

a 3.00 0.50 0.0485 o.z5o 0.0047

4 3.06 0.56 o.oz76 o.lga 0.0050

1a 3.17 0.67 0.0136 0.0670 0.0051

Iz 3.za o.7a o.o ug 0.0583 0.0048

15 3•z4 o.7q o.omz 0.0493 0.0049

za 330 o Sa 0.00838 o.ogoo o.oa47

z5 3.36 0.86 0.oo73z 0.0344 0.0047

30 3.qo o.ga 0.00647 o.o3aa 0.0047

40 3.50 1.00 0.00555 o.oz5a o.oogg

0.00483

    Effect of Added Hydrogen. The retardatio~t caused by the irreversible ad-~ 

sorptio~t of hydrogen was very slight as already mentioned. In order to see the 

effect of hydrogen during the reaction, the reaction velocity tvas measured w•itlr 

methane with which hydrogen was initially mixed. 

   The partial pressure of methane was almost the same each time. The gas ' 

was made to react for to minutes at t2oo°C. in each experiment, and the results 

thus obtained are shown in Table 6. 

\o effect of added hydrogen is seen- Table 6. 
                                      Effects of Added hlydrogen. Th

e analysis of the reaction velociry

led to the same conclusion. 

   At Different Temperatures. The 

above experiments were all carried 

out at X300°C. In the neighbour-

hood of t3oo°C. the adsoprtion of 

carbon by platinum became stronger, 

and this made the recovery of ac-

tivity very difficult. Below tooo°C. 

the reaction velocity became too small

Expt. No. CH~(mm:~ H_(mm.J decomp.

43 t.og o.m 83•s

44 t.og o.oa 83.5

45 t.t3 o.ot 8t.q

46 t.o3 o.oo 83.3

47 t•t5 0.7 t 8 t.7

a8 t.tz t.o5 83.9

49 t.tu t.oN 83.0

So t.to ~ z.xS Sz.7
St t.to 3.oz 8t.5

i

y
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to be measured. Such limitations in the experimental 

measurement over a wide temperature range difficult. 

ttoo°C. and loco°C. are as follows: 

                             Table 7. 

                               lixpt. Sz. (uoo°C.). Wire a. 

                               P°=r.5gmm. fo =z.gimm.

conditions 

The results

     V°L XI 

rendered the 

 obtained at

i (min.) (~'(mm.) s (mm.~ k„ ~ x/[
(x=r.[3)

a88 0,5] o.~z3z 0.5]0 0.085 o.o[zfi

zA5 o.Gq oo7oq o.3zo o.oSM1 o.o[g6

3 ;:oz o.] i 0.053'- o.z37 o.og6 o.ax]i

5 3•oy 0.78 0.0358 o.i 56 o o3y o.ot59

7 3~~4 a.83 o.oa]6 o.n8 o.azg oot5~

io 3.v o.go o'o21q o.oga o.ozq 0.0~35

o.oig8

  Ecpt. 53• 

pe=L93mm.

Table 8. 

 (iooo°C.). 1Yire z. 
       Te =z.3imm.

t (mm.) p~(mm.) s (mm.) k,,,~ s~l ~~ k
(u=to6)

z.6z o.;[ o.o6z6 o.3io o.oz3 0.0047

2 z.6g o.3S o.o3q[ 0.190 0.0[3 a.oo6g

z•75 0.44 0.0306 o.x47 o.o~fi o.ao74

5 z.S3 o.5z o.ozzz O.ioq o.mq 0:0083

7 x.S7 0.56 o.o[]z 0.030 o.o[z o.oo]o

xo z.q2 0.6[ 0.0[33 006 o.mo o,ao64

x5 3.0[ o.7x o,orog 0.047 o.oog 0.0063

2a 3.06 075 o.ooS$ 0.033 0.007 o.oo5z

z5 3•x~ a.8o 0.00]4 o.o3z o.oo] a.oo57

30 3.xfi 0.35 o.oo6fi o.oz3 0.007 0.0057

0.00636

   The relation between the logarithm of the reaction velocity k at each tem-

perature and the reciprocal of the absolute temperature was linear, from. which 

3t kcal was obtained as the apparent heat of activation. 

                      Discussion of Results. 

   1n the reaction A--~B+C, if the velocity of adsorption or desorption of the 

reacting components on the surface of a catalyst is larger than that of the reaction, 

the reaction velocity is expressed, according to Langmuir's adsorption isotherm,
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             dx __ k(a-x) ) thus, d
t f +bo(a-.r)+.68x+brr' (f 

where a and x are the initial and the decomposed number of molecules of the 

reactant respectively ; 6 is the adsorption coefficient of each substance. 

    LVhen the adsorption coefficient of the reaction products bd or h~ is large 
as compared with ha. we have 

            At x 

    Integrating and putting ~ log a .k„', 
                                t a-.r 

we get 

              km,- 0.4343 • x + 0.4343Z' • (3)                       a t a 
    Now, it was observed Gom the above experiments that carbon was- strongly 

adsorbed on platinum, and it is well known in other reactions, such as the de-

composition of ammonia, that hydrogen. was adsorbed strongly on platinum, too. 

Then we shall first apply the equation (3) to our reaction. The linear relation 

between k~,' and x~l in (3) is well satisfied as shown in Figs. g and 6. 
    On the other hand, k' which tvas calculated from equation (3) never became 

constant, decreasing as the reaction progressed, as shown in the sixth column,;iti 
fables z. 3, 4, y, and 3, and the fifth on Table 5. Therefore, the author pro-

poses anew equation 
             rlx =k (rr-x) (4) 

                  [tl Y" ' 

where a is a constant fn> t). 

   First, let us compare this equation with that of (1). 
   In the equation (4) 

   (a) n=o: it becomes of the first order, and this shows that the adsorption 
        of products is too feeble to cause. any retardation. 

   (b) o Ue <f : in this case the products cause some retardation : and [he 
        equation is an approximate equation of dx=k (a-x)                                    ?

t f +bx • 
   (c) a=t : in this case the adsorption of the product, is very strong, and 

       the equation is the same with (z). 

   (d) rr> t; in this case the retardation caused by the products is so strong 
       that it can not be explained by the simple theory1D1. 

Thus, a represents the degree of retardation, and so it may be called the 
"retardation exponent ". 

    xs) C. N. Ilinshelwood, ~~ l:ioctia of Chemicnl Chonge in Gnsrous Systems;' p. 326, Oxford (x933)•

3 (1937)
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   Integrating equation (4), putting the condition that x=o when t=o, we have 

         kt=a"ln `2 -]ra"-'x~- ]2(u-1) d"' [a~-(a-x)~~-...... 
               a-s 2 2 

            ...... ~.(-1)k ]!(]!-I)(]!- ~......(R-ki-I) a"k '~ C~-(a-x)k~+...... 
In this series; when 72 is an integer, the number of terms becomes finite ; in other 

cases, infinite. In the present case as a x < t, it is convergent; and a being 
a 

a little larger than I, the first two terms of the right side may be taken as the 

approximate value 

             C a-x a L a" 

The left side is the velocity constant of the first order. Let k„! represent it in 

common logarithm, and we have 

              k ]__ 0.4343]2 • x + 0.4343' (S)                   M a t a" 

which satisfies well all the points observed above, i. e. 

    (i) It represents a linear relation between k„] and x/t. 

   (ii) The inclination of this straight line is larger than o.4343/a• 
   (iii) The intersection on the x/6 axis is k/]aa""r, so that the larger the 

       initial pressure a, the nearer it approaches to the original point. It 
      follows, therefore, that each line which differs in initial pressure does not 

       intersect at one point on the x/t axis. (See Figs. j and 6.) 

    If [ve wish to get k from equation (j), we should find x hom the inclination 
of the straight lines in Figs. 5 and 6, and substitute it in equation (j). As seen 
from the last colunin of Tables 2, 3. 4. 5, 7. and 3, the value of k is fairly constant. 

    The comparison of a with k in the experiments carried out at [zoo°C. is 

shown in the following table. 

                              Table q.

Wire t. (iztp°C.) Wire 2. (t zoo°C.)

Expt, No, E Eapt. ?.o. °(Fo )(mm.J v k

3t LO] t.z4 o.or7q 3i o.7g nt6 0.0338

30 t.4~ t.z3 o:oz45 36 LSO t.t7 0.0366

3z zA5 t.z4 o:o3 to 37 z34 ta7 0.03 t t

33 z.fia t.z3 o.oz89 38 z.76 t.t7 o.o;zo

34 q.oa t.z3 o.oz6z 39 z.98 t.t& o.o3zq

40 4.5 t r.t8 o.o3zo

    ~a 

same

and 

wire.

k are 

Both

constants, in 

wire r and

dependent of the initial pressure of 

z have the same apparent surface

methane for the 

areas (6.5 cm °),
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so that the velocity constant k scarcely differes, but n does a little. 
    As to the poisoned wire, both values of rt and k are smaller than those in 

the case of activated wire as shown in Tables Sand q. The change of ve with 

that of temperature is apparent from the above table and Tables 7 and 3 ; when 
the. temperature is• low, n is small. 

    Sttclt a change of the "retardation expottettt" will be more fully discussed 

in connection with the discussion of equatiat (q) in the next number. of this 

journal. 
                        Summary. 

    The decomposition of methane has been studied in the. presence of platinum 
wire heated electrically. The results obtained are as (ollotvs: 

    (I) The reaction is entirely heterogeneous, and the activity of the sudaee 
decreases rapidly in successive experiments on account of the carbon produced 

by the reaction. 

    (z) Under certain conditions the activity is recovered aker the removal of 
the carbon by heating the wire in the atmosphere of oxygen. 

   (g) The analysis of the reaction velocity leads to d)e conclusion that the 
retarding effect of the reaction products makes the applicability of tl)e simple 

adsorption theorem doubtful. Anew equation has been proposed for the reaction 

velocity 
             dx _~ (a-x)           d

r x" ' 

where a is the initial amount of methane ; x is the decomposed amount at time 

t; and a is a constant larger than one which seems to depend upon the in-
homogeneity of the surface. This equatioo has been satisfied in several experi-

ments in a pressure range from o.79 to q.5t mm. and in a temperature range 
from tooo° to [zoo°C. 

    (q) Effects of the added hydrogen have not been observed. 
   (5) The value of 3t kcal has been obtained for the apparent heat of 

activation. 

    The author wishes to express his hearty appreciation to Prof. S. Horiba for 

his continued guidance throughout this research. 
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